Improved Outer Shell!

NEARLY ME Lites

®

Breast Forms
A new matte outer finish for the
most natural looking and
softest feeling breast forms
from Nearly Me Technologies.

New matte finish!

The NEARLY ME LITES® line of breast forms has been redesigned with a softer and
more resilient matte outer skin that feels more like natural tissue than ever before.
This new supple film has a very matte appearance to mimic the look of natural tissue.
Available in 6 unique styles to fit all types of surgeries and figure types, each form is
made with super soft lightweight silicone gel that is 25% lighter in weight than
standard silicone. These lighter weight forms are perfect for many women as they
age and their body shape and natural breast matures over time. These forms were
developed to offer a lighter weight alternative to the heavier standard weight forms
while still matching the contours of the natural breast.
Benefits:
 Lighter in weight for women who have lost density in their natural
breast yet still maintains the natural shape.
 Perfect weight when standard gel is too heavy and extra
lightweight is too light.
 Softer, more comfortable than some other types of forms when
skin sensitivity may be an issue.
 Mimics the look and feel of softer more mature breast tissue.
 Each form comes in a durable yet discreet travel case for convenient storage
and protection.
 Available in beige and soft sable skin tones in 6 of the most popular and best
fitting styles available on today's market.
- 245 Full Oval for greater projection on wider chest walls.
- 265 Full Triangle for full projection lower on the chest wall.
- 385 Semi-Full Triangle for after more moderate surgeries with a
smoother chest wall.
- 775 Tapered Oval for more modified surgeries with a thin upper wing.
- 785 Tapered Triangle for a fuller more mature draping look.
- 795 Butterfly for a rounder look when less tissue has been removed.
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#245 Full Oval &
#775 Tapered Oval

#265 Full Triangle
# 385 Semi-full Triangle
# 785 Tapered Triangle

#795 Butterfly

Call 800-887-3370 to place an
order or for more information.

